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Abstract. Speech is the primary information carrier in humancommunication and
the interference could be caused by environmental noise. The speech enhancement
algorithm is an effectivemethod to reduce noise and improve the subjective feeling
of the human ear. The existing speech enhancement algorithms can be divided into
two categories: single-channel methods and dual-channel methods. This research
analyzed the two main digital signal processing topics for speech enhancement
algorithms. This included the traditional single channel speech enhancement algo-
rithm and the dual-channel speech enhancement algorithm. The traditional single
channel speech enhancement algorithm was further divided into two categories:
traditional enhancement algorithms based on digital signal processing and learn-
ing enhancement algorithms based on data-driven. The traditional algorithms have
limitations in processing non-stationary noise, whereas deep learning has signifi-
cantly improved handling non-stationary noise. The dual-channel speech enhance-
ment algorithm adds a second microphone to collect noise, providing more real
noise for enhancement. This research briefly described the main dual-channel
speech enhancement algorithms, including adaptive noise cancelling and first-
order difference microphone. In conclusion, the research found that deep learning
has shown significant improvement in handling non-stationary noise in single-
channel speech enhancement algorithms, and dual-channel speech enhancement
algorithms have the potential to provide more real noise for enhancement.
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1 Introduction

Speech is the most important information carrier used by human beings when commu-
nicating with each other. In the actual environment, the sound signal will always be
interfered by the environmental noise during the transmission process, such as the noise
of the surrounding environment, the noise of the transmission medium and the electrical
noise inside the communication equipment [1]. The “noise” here means that it enters all
signals except the required sound signal. The signal input can be a narrow or wide-range
noise, white noise or color noise, sound or electrical noise, or even another independent
sound. Noise reduces the signal-to-noise ratio and intelligibility of speech, which will
make the speech processing system unable to work normally in serious cases.

The speech enhancement algorithm is an effective means to reduce noise [1]. It
extracts as pure original speech as possible from the noisy speech signal, so as to
achieve the purpose of reducing noise interference [2]. And the final measure of speech
enhancement effect is the subjective feeling of the human ear [3]. Therefore, human ear
perception can be used to reduce the computational cost in speech enhancement. But it
is difficult to achieve objective quantification based on human subjective judgment at a
low cost because strict standards and many testers are needed [4]. Speech enhancement
algorithms can be roughly divided into two categories, namely, single-channel and dual-
channel methods or microphone array methods. The single channel methods part can be
divided into methods based on digital signal processing and methods based on learning
enhancement.

Wearable devices are a portable device that are directlyworn on the body or integrated
into the user’s clothing or accessories. For users, the effect of interaction determines
the quality of user experience to a great extent. For some wearable devices such as
wireless headset and headworn display, the sound quality is an extremely crucial standard
to assess user experience [2]. Therefore, optimizing wearable devices through speech
enhancement algorithms will greatly improve the sound quality, thus improving the
user experience of wearable devices. This research focused on two main topics about
digital signal processing for speech enhancement algorithm, including single-channel
speech enhancement algorithm and dual-channel speech enhancement algorithm [3].
Firstly, the analysis of traditional single channel algorithmbased on signal processing and
methods basedon enhancement algorithms are shown.Secondly, the dual-channel speech
enhancement algorithm, or microphone array methods, is briefly described, including
the basic principle and realization with some mathematical proof.

2 Single-Channel Speech Enhancement (SCSE) Algorithms

SCSE is a widely studied topic in speech signal processing, mainly used as a front-end
denoisingmodule in improving sound quality, speech communication, auxiliary hearing,
speech recognition, etc. The definition of the SCSEproblemmainly includes two aspects.
On the one hand, the input signal is a noisy voice signal with only one channel. On the
other hand, the processing goal is to enhance speech and reduce noise, which is also
equivalent to separating “voice” and “non voice” signals.What needs to be different from
SCSE ismulti-channel voice signal processing,which belongs to array signal processing.
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Another aspect that is easy to confuse is to distinguish/separate the mixed voice of dif-
ferent people (that is, the cocktail party problem), which belongs to the category of blind
source separation. SCSE algorithms are divided into two categories: traditional enhance-
ment algorithms based on digital signal processing and learning enhancement algorithms
based on data-driven. For traditional speech enhancement, it is based on time domain
analysis or frequency domain analysis. The frequency domain is mainly designed based
on the gain function. However, different algorithms use different strategies when cal-
culating the gain function, which are divided into three categories: Spectral-Subtractive
Algorithms, Statistical model-based methods, and Subspace Algorithms [5].

Spectral subtraction is the oldest algorithm. This algorithm requires known noise
spectrum, and the enhancement effect will be significantly reduced when dealing
with non-stationary noise. Later, as a newer theory, the statistical model-based speech
enhancement methods predominated the field at the late 20th century, with the primary
aim of improving the quality (an objective empirical expression of the level of enjoy-
ment or endeavor required for listeners to interpret the information) and intelligibility
(an objective measurement of the extent to which listeners can extract useful information
from a given signal, regardless of its level of noise) of degraded speech signals, with
the objective of improving the speech encoder’s reaction to input noise and improve
the speech recognition system’s robustness to input noise. The statistical model-based
speech enhancement concentrates on three main topics. The signal estimation from a
given sample function of noisy speech, the signal encoding with only noisy speech, and
the identification of noisy speech signals in human-machine communication. The appli-
cations of these methods span a wide range of time, from improving the performance of
cellular radiotelephone systems affected by channel noise, public telephones located in
noisy environments, aircraft-to-ground telecommunication systems where cockpit noise
is disruptive to information, to teleconferencing systems in which noise from one place
would be broadcast to everyone.

With the introduction of HMM in the mid-1970s and VQ in the early 1980s, two
significant breakthroughs were observed in the field of statistical modeling of speech sig-
nals. Two model-based approaches were devised: model-based estimation, a method for
designing filters for noisy signals, and model-based synthesis, a model for synthesizing
the desired signal. The difference is that when a clear speech signal is provided as input,
the estimation method outputs a signal as clear as the input as the filter is transparent,
while the synthesis model is limited by the performance of a linear predictive vocoder
and a harmonic zero-phase sine wave encoder to output an approximation of that signal.
When speech recognition is implemented into a practical context, reducing the ambient
noise to promote the identification rate is necessary. In order to improve the signal-to-
noise ratio at the input of automatic speech recognition, a variety of speech enhancement
methods have been discussed. However, since the typology of noise strongly differs with
respect to the surroundings, no one speech enhancement technique can encompass the
entire spectrum of noise. Thusly, in the end of the cent, under the essential assumption
that each short-time speech vector can be written as a linear combination of linearly
independent basis functions, the rationale for subspace speech enhancement is rooted in
the observation that a continuous speech vector will occupy an x-dimensional subspace
of a y-dimensional subspace of a z-dimensional Euclidean space. And with this basis,
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the subspace speech enhancement system partitions the input speech signal into a y-
dimensional subspace containing a noise-interfering speech signal and a z-dimensional
subspace with only the noise. Subsequently, the subspace speech enhancement system
is thus concluded with the removal of the noise-only subspace and the selective removal
of the noise component in the mixed subspace.

There are common defects for traditional methods. They all need prior information,
and then they all need to be based on specific assumptions, such as noise has a certain
degree of stability, clean speech and noise are not related. The performance of these
traditional algorithms will be significantly reduced beyond specific assumptions. For
example, in the case of non-stationary noise and low signal-to-noise ratio, the enhance-
ment effect of traditional algorithms is significantly reduced. In addition to the traditional
algorithms, the learning class enhancement algorithm based on test data-driving reduces
the dependence on the preconditions of the traditional algorithms. At present, there are
two main types, sparse representation model and deep learning model. In recent years,
with the rapid development of artificial intelligence, SCSE based on deep learning has
made significant progress in processing non-stationary noise. There are three methods
SCSE based on parameters, SCSE based on generation countermeasure mechanism, and
SCSE based on weak supervision [6]. The first two methods need to be trained with par-
allel data in pairs. The speech enhancement method based on weak supervision can use
non-parallel data for training, thus reducing the requirements for data sets. In conclu-
sion, compared with the traditional SCSE algorithm, the SCSE ability of deep learning
under non-stationary noise conditions is significantly improved. In addition, the deep
learning model can also be combined with the traditional SCSE algorithm, for example,
the Deep Neural Network (DNN) can be combined with a less aggressive Wiener filter
Weiner filter. Wiener filtering is used as a soft mask to DNN outputs [7]. The effect of
this combination is improved compared with the single SCSE algorithm.

Over the last decade, the sparse representation with dictionary learning methods
were widely utilized in the area of signal processing. The sparse representation of a
voice signal involves selecting a linear combination of a few elements in an excessively
comprehensive dictionary of atoms to approximate the signal. The dictionary learning is
designed to locate the best set of elements that well captures the features of these voice
signals. On the basis of the joint dictionary, the speech dictionary and the noise dictionary
can be learned individually with the training samples of the speech signal and the noise
signal lying on the assumption that the size of the noisy speech is a linear sum of the
noise size and the speech size, disregarding the effect of phase, which is then enhanced
with the coherence criterion algorithm of least angle regression (LARS) to represent the
noise signal sparsely on a composite dictionary. After that, according to the coherence
between the signal and the dictionary, the corresponding dictionaries can represent the
expected speech and the noise. Eventually, the enhanced speech is then separated from
the corrupted speech signal by extracting the clean speech. The applications of sparse
representation in speech signal enhancement are mainly concentrated in speech activity
monitoring, pitch estimation, speaker identification and speech recognition.
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3 Dual-Channel Speech Enhancement (DSE) Algorithms

In the process of speech enhancement, the key is to obtain noise. In single-channel
speech enhancement, the noise is estimated from the noisy speech signal. However, the
estimation algorithm is complicated and the estimated noise is always different from the
real noise, which limits the enhancement effect to a certain extent. Dual-channel speech
enhancement, based on single-channel speech enhancement, add a microphone to col-
lect noise to obtain more real noise. There are few algorithms developed for dual micro-
phones, mainly the adaptive noise canceling (ANC), the first-order difference micro-
phone (FDM) and the improved adaptive null-forming (ANF) based on FDM. ANC and
FDM are two typical dual channel speech enhancement algorithms.

ANC is the most primitive and simple dual channel speech enhancement algorithm.
Noise to noise elimination method adopts two microphones, one microphone to collect
noisy speech, the other to collect noise signal, with noise signal minus noise signal
(reduction operation is generally carried out in the frequency domain, if the collected
noise and noise in the noise signal is similar enough, even can be directly subtracted in the
time domain), to get the voice signal. In practice, the positions of the twomicrophones are
different, and there is delay and attenuation to different degrees between the two signals,
but the noise components in the two channels are from the same noise source, and there is
still a strong correlation between the noise. Based on the correlation, adaptive algorithm
combined with subtraction operation is used to realize adaptive noise cancellation. In
signal processing, noise is often non-stationary and changes with time. To solve the
problem of signal extraction in noise background, the adaptive algorithm is mainly
based on the least mean square (LMS), recursive least squares (RLS) and square root
adaptive filtering (QR_RLS) three noise elimination algorithms. These algorithms can
effectively suppress interference from high background noise and extract useful signals,
showing good convergence performance.

FDM is similar to noise cancellation. The difference is that the difference calculation
of the two signals is carried out according to the microphone’s position, and the output of
the noisy speech signal and the noise signal ismore accurate. Adaptive noise cancellation
is carried out to obtain the enhanced speech.Concrete steps: First, a first-order differential
microphone array model is constructed, and the signal received by two microphones
in the array is analyzed with mathematical expressions. The time-domain difference
signal is obtained by the difference between the two microphones in the array, and
the amplitude-frequency characteristic curve of the difference signal is analyzed. An
inverse comb filter with amplitude-frequency characteristics is designed to completely
inverter the envelope of the amplitude-frequency characteristic curve of the difference
signal. Finally, the difference signal is filtered by the filter, and the amplitude-frequency
characteristics of the original signal are restored. Then, the estimated time-domain signal
is obtained by combining the phase information to restore the signal.

Constrained LMS algorithm is a straightforward stochastic gradient descent algo-
rithm that requires prior knowledge of the desired frequency band and signal arrival
orientation. The method gradually picks up statistics of noise coming from directions
other than the observed direction during the adaptive process. By carefully choosing
the frequency response characteristic in that direction or using external means, noise
from the detected direction can be filtered away. The approach is appropriate for array
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processing issues with electromagnetic, sonar, and geological antenna arrays. The algo-
rithm’s ability to self-correct allows it to operate in digital computer implementations for
arbitrarily long times without departing from its limits as a result of cumulative rounding
or truncation errors. This is a significant advantage [8].

Phase time-frequency masking-based microphone array noise reduction algorithm
consists of four steps: time-frequency mask estimation, beamforming, noise power
spectral density estimation, and single-channel Wiener filtering. While estimating time-
frequency masks, the phase time-frequency mask is estimated by the audio signal from
several microphones, and the referencemicrophone estimates the speech existence prob-
ability. These estimates are combined to create the final time-frequencymask. The beam-
forming process involves estimating the guiding vector and noise covariance matrix
through the time-frequency mask, beamforming the target signal based on the least
variance distortion-free response, and removing the interference signal and background
noise. The phase mask maximum likelihood of the microphone speech with probability
correction is used in the estimation component of the interference noise power spectrum
density to determine the residual interference noise power spectrum density after the
previous beamforming stage. The preceding step’s estimation of the interference noise
power spectrum density is employed in the single-channel Wiener filtering stage to fur-
ther reduce any remaining interference noise in the beamforming output and provide
enhanced speech [9]. Another algorithm uses the beamforming and post-filtering noise
removal method using signal power spectrum density. The algorithm’s overall structure
is divided into four sections: (1) A generalized sidelobe removal microphone array tech-
nique based on signal power spectral density. The interference noise in noisy speech is
removed more effectively, and the harm to speech is decreased, by applying the Signal-
Power-Ratio and two decision procedures. (2) The deep neural network approach is used
to train the masking value under the assumption of a multi-objective function since it is
more effective than the single-objective function method. (3) A decision scheme is pro-
posed and the noise smoothing factor is updated based on the masking values obtained
in Part II. (4) Post filter, the proposed method updates the noise smoothing factor and
further accurately estimates the noise power spectral density. Besides, it will better pro-
cess the noisy speech in the single channel and remove some non-stationary noise and
residual noise in the speech after beamforming [10].

4 Conclusion

In conclusion, this research paper analyzed the development of speech enhancement
algorithms for wearable devices. Speech is the primary information carrier in human
communication, but it is easily interfered with by environmental noise. The speech
enhancement algorithm is an effective method to reduce noise and improve the subjec-
tive feeling of the human ear. The existing speech enhancement algorithms can be divided
into two categories: single-channel methods and dual-channel methods. Single-channel
methods include traditional enhancement algorithms based on digital signal processing
and learning enhancement algorithms based on data-driven. However, traditional algo-
rithms have limitations in processing non-stationary noise, whereas deep learning has
significantly improved handling non-stationary noise. The dual-channel speech enhance-
ment algorithm adds a second microphone to collect noise, providing more real noise
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for enhancement. This research found that deep learning has shown significant improve-
ment in handling non-stationary noise in single-channel speech enhancement algorithms,
and dual-channel speech enhancement algorithms have the potential to provide more
real noise for enhancement. In summary, optimizing wearable devices through speech
enhancement algorithms will greatly improve the sound quality and user experience of
wearable devices.
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